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GENERALIZED SUMMING SEQUENCES
AND THE MEAN ERGODIC THEOREM
JULIUS BLUM1 AND BENNETT EISENBERG2

Abstract.
Conditions are found on a sequence of probability
measures pn on a locally compact abelian group G so that, for any
strongly continuous unitary representation of G, J" Utfd/x„ will
converge to a [/-invariant function. These conditions are applied
in the case where the group is the integers.

Introduction. In a recent paper [3] Greenleaf discusses summing
sequences in amenable locally compact groups. These are defined as
sequences of compact sets {Un} in G such that the following hold:

(1)

int(C/n+1)2 Un and

G = G Um;
71=1

(2)

\kU„& Un\l\Un\-*0

as n -* co, for every k e G,

where |£| is the left Haar measure of E.
These sequences have the property that if G x S—>Sis a measurable
action of G on a measure space (S, 38, p) such that p is G-invariant,
then, for/in
Lp, Wn\~l fVn figs)dg converges in Lp to a G-invariant/*.
Such results are proved using convexity and fixed point arguments.
In this paper attention is restricted to locally compact abelian groups
thus allowing the full power of harmonic analysis to come into play.
In §1 more general summing sequences for the purpose of ergodic theorems
as above are found and shown to include ordinary summing sequences.
In §2 more specific results are obtained on summing sequences when the
group G is the integers.

1. Generalized summing sequences. Let U be a strongly continuous
unitary representation of a locally compact abelian group G on a Hubert
space H. If ¿a is a probability measure on G, ¡ Usfdp is defined weakly

for each fin H so that, for all h in H,

(3)

(jujdp,

hj « j(UBf, h) dp(g).
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A sequence of probability measures pn is called a generalized summing
sequence if, for every unitary representation U on H and every/in H,
J" Ugfdp.n converges in mean to an invariant element of H.

Theorem 1.

The following are equivalent:

(i) pn is a generalized summing sequence.
(ii) For every character x on G not equal to the identity the Fourier
transforms fin(x) converge to 0.
(iii) pn considered as restrictions of measures on the Bohr compactification G of G converge weakly to Haar measure on G.
(iv) For every character x of infinite order, the measures pxn induced
by x on the unit circle in the complex plane converge weakly to normalized
Lebesgue measure on the circle, and, for every character x of order m,
m=0, 1, 2, • • • , the measures pxnconverge weakly to Haar measure on the
mth roots of unity.

Proof,
(ii) implies (i). Assume that fin(x)-*0 for every character x
not the identity. Let U be any unitary representation of G and let Pf be
the projection of / on the subspace of H invariant under U. Then
J UgPfdpn(g) equals Pf for all n and hence converges to Pf.

\ju,(f - Pf)dpn2= (J"i/„(/- pf) dpn,juh(f - pf) 4u„)

-if<

\(Ug(f - Pf), Uh(f- Pf)) dpn(g)dpn(h),

by (2).
Denote (Ug(f-Pf),f-Pf)
by R(g). Then by Stone's theorem,
R(g)=)(g,x)dF(x), where dF(A)=(EA(f-Pf),f-Pf)
and EA is the
spectral resolution of U over the dual group G. Hence

|/w- rn<ip,T

-Ii

Ja Jco

R(gh-1) dpn(g) dpn(h)

= f f ¡/fgh'\x)dF(x)dMn(g)dpn(h)
JgJgJu

-f

f \(g,x)(h-\x)dpn(g)dpn(h)dF(x) + [ dF(x)

-i 1/
Jx*l \J(

(g, x) dfin(g) dF(x) + dF(\).

By dominated convergence and assumption (ii) this converges to dF(l).
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But Ex is the projection on the subspace of H invariant under U, and since

fi-Pf is orthogonal to this subspace, dF(l)=Q. Thus J Ug(f-Pf) dpn
converges to 0 in mean.

Putting the pieces together f UJdpn=j

UgPfdpn+} Us(fi-Pfi) dpn

converges to 7/in mean.
(i) implies (ii). Assume ßn(x) does not converge to 0, where x is not
identically one on G. Consider the unitary representation, where Ug is
multiplication by (g, x) on some Hubert space H. Since (g, x) is not

identically one, Pf=0 for all/in //. But
jujdpn(g)

2=jy<g,

x)(h-\

x) ii/ii2 dpn(g) dpn(h)

= l¿„«l2 ut,
which does not converge to 0.
(ii) is equivalent to (iii). Give G the discrete topology and call this new
topological group Gd. Then the dual of Gd is compact, contains G as a
dense subset, and is called the Bohr compactification G of G. The characters on G, namely the elements of Gd, are precisely the characters of G,
namely the elements of G. By the Levy continuity theorem for probability
measures on a compact group, pn converges to Haar measure p weakly if
and only if fin(x)-+ß(x), for all x. But the Fourier transform of Haar
measure on a compact group is 1 at x=l and 0 otherwise.
(ii) is equivalent to (iv). If /*„ is a measure on G, then each character x
of G induces a measure pxnon the unit circle in the complex plane defined
by pxn(B)=pn(x~xB) where B is a Borel set in the circle. pn has the property
that, for every integer u,

iCea»dp*nik)=j(x,gTdpnig).
If (iv) is true then j ea" dpHX) converges to 0 as « approaches infinity
for each u not a multiple of the order of x. In particular, if x# 1, then
[eikdpxiX)=[(g,x)dpnig)^Q.

Hence (ii) follows.
Conversely, assume j" (g, x) dpnig)^-0 for every x?M. If x is of infinite
order this implies that for every integer u^O, J" (g, x)u dpnig)-*0 since
xu is another character not equal to the identity. Hence J e'AUdpxniX)
converges to 0 for u^O and again by the Levy continuity theorem pxn
converges weakly to Haar measure on the circle.
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If x is of order m, then xm=1 and (g, x)m=1. If u is not a multiple of m,
then J (g, x)u dp,„(x)=( eiXudplß) converges to 0. But if p is Haar
measure on the mth roots of unity, then fi(u) is 1 if p. is a multiple of m
and 0 otherwise. Hence px converges weakly to p. D
Note that there is no loss of generality in the theorem in saying
J Ugfdpn converges to Pf since if it converges to any invariant function/,
that function must be Pf. For if h is invariant

(/ -f,h) = (Ug(f- /), Ugh)= (Ugf- / h).
Hence(/-/, A)-(/ Ugfdpn-f, h)^Q. Thusf=Pf.
Now assume pn is of the form pn(A)=p(A r\En)lp(En), where p is
Haar measure on the group. We then say pn corresponds to En.
Corollary
1. If pn corresponding to En is a generalized summing
sequence for G, then the sets En cannot all lie in a proper closed subgroup

HofG.
Proof.
G\H is a nontrivial locally compact group. Hence there exists
a character x on G\H not identically one. For if the dual group consisted
of the identity alone, then by the duality theorem the original group
would have to consist of the identity alone. This character induces a
character on G which is one on H. If En<=-H,

fi*n(l)=p(H nEn)lp.(En)=l.
Therefore px does not converge weakly to Haar measure on the circle
or on the mth roots of unity for any w#l. The corollary follows from
(iv). D
Example. At first it appears that if En={2, 4, • • • , 2ri} then the
corresponding pn form a generalized summing sequence for the integers.
It is true

that

for any

A7-1 2f

T2nf converges,

by considering

von

Neumann's theorem applied to T2. But the limit is invariant under T2,
not necessarily T. For example, if Tf= —f then N~x 2í* T2"/=/, which
is invariant under 7^=1, but not T.
Corollary

2.

IfEn is a sequence of sets such that, for any g in G,
p(En n g£n)

hm-=

1,

p(En)

then the corresponding pnform a generalized summing sequence for G.

Proof.
Take any character x not equal to the identity. Then there
exists a g0 such that (g0,x)^l.

^

f (g,x)dp(g)= -j-

M£n) JEn

f (g,x>dp(g)

p(En) Js0En
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and by the assumption on En this last expression is close to

ipiEn)yx f (g, x) dpig)
JE,

if n is large enough. Since {g0, x) is not one, it follows that if n is large
enough then (p(En))~x jEn (g, x) dp(g) is arbitrarily close to zero. The
corollary follows from (ii). D
pn corresponding to En satisfying the condition of Corollary 2 are
essentially a summing sequence in that \gEn A £n|/|£„|-*0

for every g in G.

But it is not necessary that int(£n+1)=>£B, that £„ be compact, or that

UÏ.1 En=G.
2. Generalized summing sequences when G=Z.
In the case where
G=Z we will restrict attention to the case where pn corresponds to £„
and £n={a!, • • •, an}, where an is an increasing sequence of integers.
A few definitions are needed. A sequence of numbers Xj is uniformly
distributed on the circle if for every interval /, the proportion of the x¡ in
/, for j less than N, approaches the Haar measure of / as N approaches
infinity. A sequence of numbers x¡ is uniformly distributed on the mth
roots of unity if the proportion of x¿ equal to each of these roots approaches
l/m. Note that weak convergence of probability measures pn to Haar
measure on the circle is equivalent to convergence of p„(I) to the normalized length of / for each interval /.
Corollary
3. N~x 2f Tn> converges strongly to the projection on the
invariant subspace of Ifor every unitary operator 7 if and only if, for every
t in [0, 27r], t not of the form 2-rm\m, where m and n are integers, e\p(itnA
is uniformly distributed on the circle and for every t such that exp(it) is a
primitive mth root of unity, exp(itn,) is uniformly distributed on the mth
roots of unity.

Proof. Clearly, t of the first kind correspond to characters of infinite
order and / of the second kind to characters of order m. The measures
pn involved in the corollary give measure 1\n to the integers n¡ for y'= 1,
2, ■■■, N and measure zero to the rest of the integers. The induced
measures on the circle /*%give measure to an interval / equal to the proportion of the numbers exp(itn¡) falling in / for j less than or equal to N.
The corollary now follows by noting that to say that exp(itn¡) is uniformly
distributed on the circle is equivalent to saying p% converges weakly to
Haar measure on the circle and to say p'N converges weakly to Haar
measure on the mth roots of unity is equivalent to saying exp(/?«,) is
uniformly distributed on the mth roots of unity. D
For more detailed results along this line see Blum and Mizel [2].
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Corollary
4. If pn is a generalized summing sequence on Z then for
each subgroup H={0, ±m, ±2m, ■■■}, lim pn(gH)=m'1
for each coset

ofH.
Proof.
Consider the character x which takes k into exp(2niklm).
Then px({exp(27riklm)})=pn(kH)
must approach m_1. O

Using Corollary 4 and some number theoretic arguments (see [1])
it can be shown that if pn is based on the following sequences of integers
then pn is not a generalized summing sequence: an=n\, an=kn, a=nk for
k an integer greater than one, and an=pn the nth prime. On the other
hand, there do exist generalized summing sequences based on sequences
of integers having density zero. For example, this is true if an is the nth
smallest integer in the set m\+k, k=l to m, m=l to infinity. This
sequence has arbitrarily long consecutive sequences of integers spaced so
as to give the whole sequence density zero. We see that this sequence is
in fact an ordinary summing sequence.
Finally we give a sequence pn which is a generalized summing sequence,
but not an ordinary summing sequence. Consider pn based on

1,4,6,9,11,13,16,18,20,

• • •, n\ n2 + 2, ■■■,n2 + 2(n - l),(n + l)2, • • •

consisting of an odd, two consecutive evens, three consecutive odds, etc.
but no two consecutive integers. Thus (1 +En) A £„=>£„ and pn is not a
summing sequence. Nevertheless, it is easy to see pn satisfies part (ii) of
Theorem 1. Namely, if (MO or 7r then
|exp(in20) + exp(i(n2 + 2)) + • • • + exp(/(n2 + 2(n - 1))0)|

£ 2/(1 - exp(2/0))
independently

of n and for m=n(n+l)¡2,

\pjfi)\ = 2fi/|l - exp(2/6)| (hn(n + 1)) -* 0.
It easily follows p.„(6)-*0. Moreover, if 0=n, //m(7r)_2/«(n-l-l) and it
easily follows p.n(ir)-*0.
It is an open question as to whether the pointwise ergodic theorem
holds for generalized summing sequences even in the case G=Z.
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